
Transworld Group's Airavat Aviation Forays into India with Former SpiceJet Chief's Sirius India 
Airlines 

 

New Delhi, 9th April 2024: Transworld Group's Airavat Aviation, a renowned name in luxury private 
air travel in the Middle East, is making its mark in India through a strategic collaboration with Sirius 
India Airlines, led by former SpiceJet Chief Operating Officer, Arun Kashyap. This landmark 
collaboration marks a significant milestone in the aviation landscape of India, promising a new era of 
luxury travel. 

The joint venture marks a significant milestone for Airavat as it ventures into the vibrant Indian 
market, aiming to cater to the growing demand for luxury air travel. Leveraging its expertise and 
resources, Airavat, in collaboration with Sirius India Airlines, will initially operate flights through TJ 
Surya, a Hawker 4000 aircraft with plans on expanding our fleet in India. 

“We are thrilled to introduce Airavat to the Indian market,” said Ramesh S. Ramakrishnan, Chairman 
of Transworld Group. “Our commitment is to provide unparalleled comfort, safety, and discretion to 
our clientele. Airavat caters to the growing demand for luxurious and bespoke travel experiences, 
while remaining mindful of environmental responsibility.” “Discerning travellers can now enjoy on-
demand flights to a wide range of destinations across India and to Europe, Africa, South East Asia, and 
the Middle East,” he said. 

“The partnership is strategically timed to capitalize on the India’s flourishing private aviation sector. 
This expansion also strengthens the ties between India and the Middle East by facilitating seamless 
private air travel connections.” 

Mr. Arun Kashyap the Promoter-Director of Sirius India Airlines said, “Today marks an exhilarating 
milestone for Sirius India Airlines as we embark on a transformative journey in the Indian aviation 
sector with a strategic joint partnership with Transworld Global Group's Airavat Aviation. This 
collaboration signifies a union of expertise, innovation, and unwavering commitment to excellence. 
Our partnership with Airavat Aviation underlines our shared vision to redefine standards and create 
unparalleled experiences for our customers in India.” 



About Airavat Aviation 

Airavat, a subsidiary of Transworld Group offers bespoke luxury private jet experiences to discerning 
travellers. Operating out of India and Dubai, Airavat’s fleet of super-midsize business jets connects key 
destinations across the globe. Airavat prioritizes safety, excellence, and environmental responsibility, 
offering carbon-neutral operations and a commitment to sustainability. 

Headquartered in Dubai, Transworld Group operates through a network of global offices and covers a 
complete range of end-to-end solutions from ship owning, ship management, aircraft owning, multi-
modal logistics solutions and integrated digital solutions. 

Airavat prioritizes sustainability alongside luxury. Through a unique partnership with a registered 
NGO, they plant trees for every flight undertaken, effectively offsetting the carbon footprint of their 
operations. This initiative aligns with global efforts to achieve net-zero carbon emissions in the 
aviation industry by 2050. 

About Sirius India Airlines Pvt Ltd 

Sirius India Airlines emerges as a beacon of luxury and reliability in the air charter industry. Founded 
by seasoned industry veterans from aviation industry boasting a successful track record, this company 
plans to epitomize excellence in private air charter travel services. With ambitious plans, Sirius India 
Airlines aims to expand its fleet significantly, adding nearly a dozen top-of-the-line 9-seater to 100-
seater charter aircrafts by the end of the current financial year. 

Backed by expertise and a commitment to unparalleled service, Sirius India Airlines promises an 
extraordinary journey whether for business or leisure. As Sirius India embarks its journey, it remains 
dedicated to its core values of excellence, integrity, and customer satisfaction, setting a new 
benchmark for the air charter industry. 

 

For inquiries please contact: 
Ajay Jasra +91 9818558146, ajay.jasra@flysirius.com or bookings@airavat.com. 
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